Review – Dark Waters
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Good – 25
•

•

A worthy film. One feels humble and so grateful to someone
who battled on to try and make the world a better place for all.
A good example of the fact we have to stand up to those
motivated by greed.
It kept one’s interest and seems remarkably true to the real
events. I completely see the devastating effects on that town
in West Virginia, but was not really convinced it was a
problem for the rest of the world. (so keeping my Teflon
pans!)

OK – 5
•

•

It was a bit long winded
with some of the
American accents hard
to follow and the actual
outcome was hard to
read.
Sound not clear; and
several scenes not well
lit (presumably to
enhance the gloominess

Poor – 1
•

The sound-track
was the
problem. I would
have voted "good"
if I had
understood more
of the American
spoken

•
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In fact very good - the filmmakers managed to make a
lengthy courtroom affair into a powerful drama with a palpable
sense of dread and menace. A depressing message though,
and one we have seen before - huge corporations are so
powerful that they can kill with impunity. Even the final
settlement revealed in the closing titles represented less than
a year's worth of profits for DuPont.
Definitely a good film.
'Tis ever thus. (Du Pont replaced toxic intermediary PFOA
with toxic GenX and continued dumping.)
It was an eye opener and we were really engrossed. Very
good acting indeed.
It was a very interesting and thought provoking film, with
good acting throughout. Thank you for showing it.
Found the film absorbing and though a longer film, it was a
long legal process, had us engaged and wanting to see how
those involved fared. Powerful film, thanks for screening it.
As good as the reviews. It may have been "slow burning" but
that just added to the impact. DOWN WITH TEFLON!!
Very interesting thank you.
Mark Ruffalo was excellent in the lead role, especially after
being used to seeing him as The Hulk, but was there ever a
better part for (a younger)Tom Hanks?
This was our first evening at the club.
We both enjoyed the film and thought it was “Good”.
Prompted me to have a look further into the background of
the case. Looking forward to the next one.
Excellent – acting good also.
Not an easy watch, but an important one. The film was quite
slow paced and complicated, reflecting the speed and
complexity of the investigations and the court cases. We

•
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of the subject-matter!).
What a sorry tale - not
the first of its kind; and,
sadly, will not be the
last. Thank you for
showing it, though.
A depressing watch,
and the sound was a bit
loud and muffled.
I thought the film was
slightly too long, but
proves that perseverance
pays off!

•

should all admire those people who fight for what is right and
just, rather than pursuing financial gain at all costs.
A slow burn storyline, which reflected the legal process being
followed, but never boring. A scary and thought provoking
story that we all need to be aware of. Great film.

•

The outcome was obvious from the start but I found it gripping and
enjoyable. Another forceful indictment of the power of massive
capitalist corporations which subvert democracy and are even
more dangerous today.

•

Very good – completely gripping and a shocking true story.
Great casting and acting. Thank you for showing it!

